CIRCULAR
(No. 643)

Sub: Extension of schemes for One Time Settlement –
1) Scheme for settlement of Deficit/written off cases 2010-11
2) Scheme or settlement of Decreetal cases 2010-11

This year the Corporation had launched two schemes – (i) Scheme for settlement of Deficit/written off cases 2010-11, (ii) Scheme or settlement of Decreetal cases 2010-11 read with modifications thereof.

Looking to the over-whelming demand of field officers as well as loanees, it has been decided to extend the validity period of these schemes upto 31.3.2011. This may help a long way in getting rid off the sticky accounts and will also add to recovery from deficit/decreetal/written off cases.

All concerned are advised to take a note of above and act accordingly.

(G S SANDHU)
Chairman & Managing Director

Encl: As above

Copy to:
1. All BOs/SOs
2. DGM (A&I) Ajmer/Jodhpur
3. All Nodal Officers
4. Standard circulation at HO